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PARK GIVES
CONDITIONS
IN FAR EAST

RICHMOND, KENTUCKY,

SPEAKER

FRIDAY, MAY 3, 1935

SAMUELS WILL M'DOUGLEIS
REMAIN HERE GRADUATION
AS COACHSPEAKER HERE

States That Japan Violated
Peace Agreements in
Manchuria

Selected as Assistant to Head Dr. Bnrris Jenkins of Kansas
Coach Rome Rankin for
City to Deliver BaccalauNext Season
reate Address

SHOWS EASTERN HATE

PLAYED

"The peace machinery of the
world worked fairly well until the
crisis -came in Manchuria", declared
Dr. No-Young Park, on speaking to
the World Affairs Club on the subject of "Manchuria" last Thursday
afternoon. 'The actions of Japan
in the far Bast are In violation of
the Washington Conference, the
Pact of Paris, and the covenant
of the League of Nations."
Dr. Park said that Japan maintained that her policy was one of
self-defence in that she was
"choked to death" and needed room
Ih which to expand as well as raw
materials with which to operate her
industries.
By Japanese control
she also hoped to lessen the number of bandits in Manchuria, bat
according to estimates the number
has actually, increased since Japanese occupation.
The Japanese also claimed, according to Dr. Park, that the
Chinese In Manchuria wen responsible for an explosion which
blew up thirty one inches of Japanese-owned railroad. Because of
this and the mistreatment of innocent people and various other reasons the Japanese felt that their
actions were Justified.
"To say that Manchuria Is Independent of Japan", said Dr. Park
In explaining the attitude of the
Chinese to the rulS of the Islanders,
"is like saying a henpecked busband is independent of his wife".
"The Chinese are Indifferent to
\
matters of government until the
word 'Japan' is mentioned. In hat\ ing the Japs the Chinese are world
champions."
)
"Instead of resisting the advances
i of the Japanese soldiers into Manchuria the Chinese adopted a policy
; of retreat, depending upon the
i World Court and the peace movements of the world to restore their
territory, instead of following the
policies the Chinese expected, the
nations of the western world started
.diplomacy barking," saying that,
they would not recognise the terrigains in Manchuria."
Japanese paid no attention
(the opinions of the other nations
world but did as she pleased,
has failed to save the peace
matt
of the worldhe said, "took no determ! ed move to curb the policy
of thl Japanese because she is depende
upoh the Japs Industrially
and bl »use any move on her part
would
action on the part of
Russia^
enemv."
"Fran!
he said, "took no definite ate] because she feared the
safety 0.1 her colonial empire and
because
feels safe as long as
Germany! quiet."
"The Ul
! States could have
brought Jt)
to her knees If It
desire when the Inhad been
vaslon was
made but she was
e tune she was in
never united,'
sympathy wltil .one side and then
with the other'

Plan to Complete
Library \In July
The lorg-awaited addition to the
Library will be completed some time
in July, according to Mr. Leo J.
Brielmaler, who Is In charge of the
construction work. Mr. Brielmaler
stated that the brick work was
practically completed except the
partitions separating the several
rooms.
At the present time they are laying the concrete roof. The concrete is brought to the top by
means of a motor and pulley; then
it is spread over the roof by the
several workers. The net major
Job to be completed is the plaster
ing of the walls Inside the building. The floors will probably be
the last part to receive the finishing touch.

WELCOME
The Pmgiess desires to take
this opportunity to welnsnm to
the ounpu and to the stadeat
body the members of the high
school dramatic teams which are
here engaged ia the terms*—t
We fed that this aanaal toarof this district serves the .
paas of creating more friendly
relations as weO as advancing
the art of dramatics}
Eastern is merely an Institution a *t*p farther along h> taw
field of learning, attempting to
carry an the otayfloti of the
yoath of the stata, Eastern Is
yoar college and It Is ear destae
that yea take advantage of the
•pportanltfes offered for yoar
eaanrenlaase and enjoyment.
Wo wish yea the bast tack hi
yoar contests aad extend to yon
a wheat hearted mlnau to the

Mr. Robert Rankin, Eastern Student and editor of the student
Anthology and associate editor of
the Milestone, will address the
Rotary Club at its dinner meeting
next Tuesday evening in the Glyndon Hotel.

RANKINWILL
ADDRESS CLUB
Will Speak Tuesday, May 7,
At Dinner Meeting
to Rotarians
AVIATION

IS

MICHIGAN ALUMNI

In an announcement made last
week it was learned that Tom Samuels, line coach from last year, has
been selected as assistant to Heau
Coach Rome Rankin for next season. Samuels, who was very popular with both players and fans and
Who impressed Coach Rankin with
his work during the spring drills.
Was recommended to the board of
regents by Rankin.
While playing at Michigan, Samuels established an enviable record
and was voted one of the outstanding linemen In the Big Ten on two
different occasions. Since he has
been at Eastern he has established
himself, not only as a coach, but
also as an able assistant to Mr.
McDonough, head of the physical
education department, in taking
care of the intra-mural tourneys
which took place last winter.
The signing of Samuels marks
the second step in the rebuilding
of the athletic department at Eastern which began with the securing
of Rankin as head football and
basketball coach and the power to
select his own assistants.

PROlnllraG
TO BE RURAL
Rural English Eighteenth
Century Background
To Be Used
REPRESENTED

According to the plans recently
made known by members of th3
Junior Prom committee, this years
prom promises to be the most elaborately ' staged social function' hi
the history of the school. All of the
four classes have been Invited to
take part hi the coronation of the
Prom Queen, which will take place
at about the halfway mark of the
time allotted for the dance. Flower
girls will represent the sophomore
and freshman classes, while both
of the presidents of the Junior ana
senior classes will play major parts
to the coronation exercises.
The general theme of the decorations will be of an English rural
eighteenth century setting. This
whole scheme will be carried out
in every phase of the gala occasion.
Bob Rice, chairman of the decorations committee, made it known
that for the first tune the small
gym will be provided with a false
ceiling, hi sky effect, to carry out
the decorative idea. This will probably be the most difficult phase of
the decoraton scheme.
Mrs. Mary BarnhUl, Junior class
sponsor, will be in charge of the
coronation program,, having had
wide experience in this field.
Several children from the training school have been invited to
take part in the prom program in
the capacity of flower girls and
crown bearers.
As was formerly announced, the
music will be furnished by Paul
Ogle and his Royal Dictators, famous Mardi Gras band The Royal
Dictators recently played at a formal dance In Frankfort, and it
was reported by several Eastern
students who attended, that the
calibre of musie was higher than
the usual type heard here.

AWARD

The commencement speaker this
year will be Dr. Ivan McDougle of
Goucher College, Baltimore, Maryland, who will address the graduates on May 29, at 10:00 o'clock hi
Hiram Brock Auditorium. Dr. McDougle was a member of the class
of 1910 but does not bold a degree
from Eastern since the- college offered only a two-year course at that
tune.
The Baccalaureate speaker this
year will be Dr. Burris Jenkins, pastor of the Community Church of
Kansas City and former president
of Transylvania College, Lexington,
who will address the graduates and
students at 10:46 o'clock Sunday
morning, May 26, in Hiram Brock
Auditorium.
The Alumni of Eastern, the class
of 1910 as special guests, will have
charge of the chapel program Monday morning, May 27, and will hold
their annual banquet Tuesday evening, May 28, in Burnam Hall.

MEDALS SPEAKING

The Alpha Zeta Kr.ppa will sponsor the second oratorical contest
ever conducted on Eastern's campus on Wednesday, May 15, at the
Brock auditorium, bringing together
all of the forensic talent In the
Alpha Zeta Kappa in competition.
Handsome medals will be awarded to first and second place winners, being furnished by the administration. The final contest
will find the best four speakers
competing after an extensive set of
preliminary trials.
The contest is open to all numbers of the Alpha Zeta, and the
topics will be .selected by each individual competitor.
This contest will be staged to
find the best material for the state
and national contests to be held
next year, as well as to generally
encourage Individuals Interested in
public speaking to seek membership
into the club.
Those who signified their Intentions of taking part in the contest
are: Mory Ann Paton, Dorothy
Brock, Lucy
Schroeder, Jack
Adams. Kelly Clore, Lundy Adams,
Donald Michclson. William Steele,
and several others who have not
yet made official entry into the
trials.
Judged will be Invited from other
cities to insure an unbiased decision. Dr. Saul Hounchell, sponsor of the club, will be In charge
of activities.

EASTERN TO
APPLY FOR
P. W. A. LOAN
$150,000 Asked to Construct
^ew Dormitory'

CHAPEL

Oratorical Contest To Be Inaugurate Custom of Annual
Banquet for Graduating
Staged By Public
Women
Speaking Club
WILL

CANDIDATE

MENS DORM INADEQUATE
IN

ALPHA ZETAS SENIOR WOMEN
SUBJECT
TO COMPETE GIVE DINNER

Mr. Robert Rankin, member o!
the senior class of Eastern, will address the Rotary Club of Richmond
at their dinner meeting Tuesday
evening, May 7, at Glyndon hotel,
on "Modern Aeronautics." Mr. Rankin recently spoke to the assembly
of' Eastern on the subject, "Sore
Spots of Eurcpe."
Mr. Rankin is associate editor of
Eastern's annual, The Milestone,
editor of the Student Anthology,
member of'the Progress staff, and
an active member of the World
Affairs Club of the campus.
Before entering Eastern he was
connected with the Fokker Aircraft
Corporation as draftsman and aid >
saw service in the United states
army.-"*
»
At present Mr. Rankin is feature
writer for the magazine, Popular
Aviation, and writes for several
other publications hi the United
State*, besides writing for "Der Alder," German magazine published
in Stuttgart, Germany. He Is now
working on an article for this mag •
asine, entitled "Modern American
Military Aircraft."
Besides this work, he is publishing three biographies, one on Grove
Loaning, foremost American airplane designer; one on Tom Sopwlth, famous British airman, and
one on Karl Amstein, Austrian
dirigible designer, who drew plam,
for the Los Angeles, the Graf, and
the Macon.

CLASSES

AT

NUMBER 16

FEATURED

The Women of the Senior Class
of Eastern inaugurated a new custom last Monday evening when
they gave a dinner at the Glyndon
Hotel.
Miss - Mildred Hancock acted as
toastmistress. 'ihe invocation was
pronouLJed by Lucy Simms Montjoy and was followed by a discussion on the subjects "Women in
the Business and Professional
World" by Grace Chasteen.
Miss Mary T. Edwards then
played as a solo Brahm's "Cradle
Song." This number preceded a
talk by Catherine Reddlg on The
Current Outlook for the Woman
00004* Graduate."
Pauline Goatley spoke on the
"Opportunities for the Unemployed
Woman Graduate" and Miss Mary
Ann Patton read the contributions
of the seniors to the Student Anthology.
Between the two talks Miss Shirley Herron played as a piano solo
"Moonlight Sonata" by Beethoven.
The program was concluded by the
singing of "Alma Mater" by the
whole group.
. MILESTONE
According to information received from Sam Beckley, editor
of this years annual, the Milestones will be ready for distribution at 8:00 o'clock Tuesday,
May -7, from the office of the
Dean. No registration cards will
be taken care of by list.

The Board of Regents of Eastern
Teachers College In Its last regular
meeting on the campus authorized
Dr. Doncvan, president of Eastern,
to apply to the Public Works Administration for $150,000 for the
construction of a new men's dormitory.
Although no information lias
been received as to what action
the Public Works Administration
take, it is thought that the acDr. W. J. Moore, head of the de- will
partment of commerce at ■astern, tion will be favorable.
last week announced his candidacy The dormitory now In use and
for the Republican nomination for Inadequately accommodating the
State Superintendent. Dr. Moore men students of Eastern was conhas many friends throughout the structed In 1882 when old Central
state who will.be glad to support University was located where the
bis candidacy.
He Is eminently Teachers College now stands.
weU qualified for the position he Up until that tune no accommo-,
nations were provided for the stuseeks.
dents and they were forcea to de—Opend entirely upon the people of
Richmond for room and meals.
In 1882 the Synod, realizing the
need for more adequate accommodations, authorised • the Chancellor
to raise $15,000 to build a dormitory on the campus. The building
First Student Anthology In was completed and dedicated at
the annual meeting of the PresSchool History Appears
byterians in Harrodsburg and was
named "Memorial Hall" hi comHere
memoration of their hundred years
of .service in the state.
The dormitory lessened the cost
PLANNED
SALES
of education at the university and
made student life more enjoyable.
After a busy week of subscription Some years after the Institution
campaigning, it was announced to- had been made into a teachers colday that the school anthology. lege and had seen rapid growth,
"Belles Lettres," will be distributed the state saw fit to add to the
at once. All persons holding sub building in order to accommodate
scrlption receipts are requested to the ever increasing student body.
secure their anthologies from the
Now that the studeut body has
representative who sold them their grown to nearly two thousand, the
subscriptions.
building constructed to take care
Not only will the books be dis- of only a row score of buys has
tributed, but a new sales campaign proven Inadequate and some means
will begin at once in. an effort to >>f accommodations must be prosell six hundred copies. The sale of vided.
the books will be conducted by the
regular class representatives. Canterbury Club members, and the faculty of the English department.
Members of the English department as well as staff members 01
the publication, expressed exlrem*
satisfaction over the calibre of the
writing and the fine quality of
Edmond T. Hesser, sophomore at
printing. The printing was done by Eastern and swimming' instructor
at the pool on the campus, has been
the Smth Specialty Company.
The cover of "Belles Lettres" Is given a scholarship at Lake Chauof a fine quality of grey antique tauqua, N. Y., this summer, where he
binding, having a monogrammid will take a course In life saving and
seal of Eastern In the middle of first aid. The course lasts for a
it, engraved in maroon and pal period of 10 days.
grey. The book Is made up of 30 Hesser will leave for the lake June
pages, and Is printed on a high- 15, planning to make the Journey
by means of a bicycle. The trip, he
grade egg shell bond
Many complimentary comments figures, will take about three days,
have been made on the type of po- if he Is able to make 150 miles
etry and prose included in the book per day.
—there being a wide variety of plots Hesser is a star on the Eastern
and themes. Most of the poetry swimming team, and Is the bolder
trends toward the philosophic, na- of an examiners certificate in the
ture, and love poetry.
American Red Cross. He Is also
A formal dedication of the an- an Eagle scout.
thology Is planned to take place at
a dinner meeting of the CanterAfter his return from Lake Chaubury Club Wednesday, May 6, at tauque, Hesser will serve for the rest
5 p. m. in the recreation room of of the summer as assistant camp dl.
Burnam Hall. The book will be rector at Camp O. W. Hill, a Boy
dedicated to Dr. Roy B. Clark, heau Scout camp at Morning View, Kenof the angiidii department and tucky, near Covlngton.
*
Canterbury Club sponsor.

PUBLICATION
MAKES BOW

Hesser Receives
Swim Scholarship

piArTOURwnr

DATE OF SWIMMING
MEET IS CHANGED

The date of the Inter-class swimIN PROGRESS ming
meet which was announced
hi the last Issue would be held

Stadium at Eastern Assured Fifteen Schools Entered in May 2 has been changed to May 9,
It was announced today by Ed Hesser, who is in charge. There is no
Play
Contest
in
Comedy
Donovan Tells Faculty; Starts
admission charge and the public
and Tragedy
Is invited to attend.
The purpose of the meet is to
DriveforDonationof Cement AWARDS MADE TONIGHT tion
furnish some inter-class competiand to get a line on material
"The stadium Is a reality," Dr. H.
L. Donovan, president of the Eastern Teachers College, said Tuesday afternoon when he called a faculty committee to his office to perfect plans for getting 2500 barrels
of cement donated for the project.
Dr. Smith Park was appointed general chairman of the "give-a-barreloffice the following committees
of-cement" campaign
At the meeting in the President's
were appointed: faculty, publicity
alumni, finance and auditing, town,
and student. Before the meeting
adjourned 00 barrels of cement had
been pledged by the few who were
present.
<.
At the chapel hour Wednesday
morning Dr. Donovan talked informally to the students and faculty
about the stadium project. He
said, "The school has never asked
for a gift before but we do want
the stadium now as a monument
to the student*, alumnL. faculty,
town, and the friends of the college." 'We hope they will rally to
our support and furnish enough ma.
terlal for the stadium," he continued. The labor and part of the
material will be furnished by the
Federal government. It is expected that the work will be completed
in time for the first home game this
falL
Speaking of the athletic teams
Eastern has had in the past, Dr.
Donovan said: "I pledge, you a
new effort on behalf of athletics at
this collage." X have changed my

own point of view about teams,"
he said. "If a college has teams
they should win,' he continued,
"and we are going to win here at
Eastern." He urged the students,
faculty, alumni, and the city of
Richmond to "get behind the teams,
believe in them, fight for them, and
rally to their support on all occasions."
»
President Donovan helded up a
$5.00 bill before the audience hi
chapel and read a letter which accompanied the bill.
It was from
two sisters who graduated from the
college a few years ago. They had
read in a Cincinnati newspaper that
Eastern was hoping to secure
enough money to build a atndjf
They Inclosed the money with the
remark that it was not much but
they wanted to have some part in
building the stadium. .
In Introducing Coach Rankin to
the entire student body Wednesday
for the first time Dr. Donovan said:
"We are going to build the stadium
and Coach Rankin is going to build
the football team." "He will build
a team equal to any in the Commonwealth with the possible exception of the State University," the
President continued.
In a brief discussion Coach Rankin said. "All it takes to play a good
game of football la the desire and
spirit to do so and thaw boys at
Eastern have it." "They demonstrated it during spring practice,"
he

The sixth annual dramatic tournament for high schools opened on
the campus yesterday and continues
thru tonight with fifteen 'schools
represented. It is under the direction of Miss Pearl Buchanan, who
Is assisted by members of tb* Little
Theatre Club,
The tournament started yesterday afternoon when Frankfort.
Henry Clay of Lexington, Danville,
and Kii-ksvilie of Madison county
played in the comedy group. Last
evening the comedies continued
with Madison High, Jenkins. Bryan
Station, Model High at Eastern and
Plcadome at Lexington contesting^
This morning Bcrea, London,
Bellevue, Ormsby Village, Benham,
and Palntsville compete in the
tragedy group.
Awards will be made to the
schools in both comedy and tragedy
winning first place and individual
awards will be given to the one
boy and one girl for the best performances from both the comedy
and tragedy groups.
The music tonight will be furnished by the college orchestra.
-0--

Band Gives Dance
The" Eastern Band is sponsoring
a Dutch Dance to be given in the
small gym tomorrow night from
8:30'to 12:00.
The price of admission la twentyfive cents.

chat will be usable for the varsity
swimming team which will open
As season next month.
The first meet, which has been
scheduled with Berea, has not been
definitely decided as to the date
but In all probability It will be
held In the third week of May.

o—

.'

PROGRESS WEATHER
Cool weather now, warm in sight.
Tournament on Campus ends tonight.
Park has hopes for the go-easy
Chinks,
Eastern defeats Louisville on court
aad Unas.
Lincoln Institute fails to win,
To oar great pleasure and their
chagrin.
"National Ism bad for peace," decares Pitt.
Eastern to have stadium—Mtt'oaa
■H.
,
Dorm hoped for and also new street
Through P.YV.A. and public relief.
McDoogie win be commeneesoent
speaker.
Senior girls initiate annual featare.
Rankin will speak to the Rotary
guests.
Alpha Zeta Kappa holding speech
contest.
Library closing gives
scare.
Little rain, some wind, bat
fab-.
—Morris Creech

■

Pafce Two

The Progress
Kentucky Intercollegiate Proa
Association
EDITORIAL STAFF
Olbson Prather
Hattor-in-Chlef
Morris Creech
Managing Editor
Bob Maaon
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PROGRESS PLATFORM
A Campus Beautiful.
A Professional Attitude among
Teachers.
A Greater Eastern.

Dr. W:J.Moore

THE EASTERN PROGRESS

free and self-governing people?
Obviously, if a selfish minority succeeds ia its endeanw. cannot another group bring about an equally
undesirable result? Dr. Mlllikan
recalled Lord Macauley's gloomy
prophecy of 1848. The destruction
of our system of self-government.
Macauley said, would come in a
time of depression when, under the
pressure of the votes of the igorant, those in control would act to
"Opinionized Ncm"
The recent peace demonstration prevent the operation of economic
that took place at colleges and uni- laws and block the return of prosversities all over the United States perity.
was interesting to watch in the , In this intimidation of legislanews reels. Definite proof, we tors by noisy minorities lies the
think, was established by the man- greatest danger to free self-govner to which the demonstration ernment. Dr. Mlllikan referred to
was treated by various film com- the purely emotional appeals of the
panies that the public is shewn irrational, as noted in California
events in these pictorial news me- and Louisiana, as examples of such
diums from an angle that is de- an appeal, the defeat of the World
sired by the powers controlling the Court resolution, "through the hafilm companies.
rangue of a ridiculously uninformed
The method of three companies and nlntelligent broadcaster." as
In showing the demonstrations one result of the dictatorship of
scenes was, to say the least, vastly the incompetent.
different. The Paramount version
was clear-cut, unbiased, ard the There are other sinister influcommentator stated that the event ences at work, it is true—the spoils
was of "deep political significance;' system, the relaxation of moral
the Fox Film Company lamented standards, revolutionary teachingsthe fact that the scoue of the dem- but all these, even Including the
onstrations was far below expecta- threat of the self-seeking nunoritions, ann that fewer students par- ties, can be removed or nullified
ticipated than were scheduled to through education. Improved ecoraise the cry against war; and the nomic conditions necessarily bring
Hearst system showed only scenes about a greater degree of educain which the demonstrations 'were tion among the people. One of the
upset by other students who evi- most important steps necessarily
dently regarded the demonstration must be the balancing of the naas a Joke, and the commentator tional budget, and bonus raids and
stated that the only thing that share-the-wealth, schemes stand dithe whole affair proved was that rectly In the way of this vital
college boys still have a sense of achievement.—The Louisville Courier Journad.
humor.
O
Now Mr. Randolph Hearst, newsIt would be inexcusable, if Eastern
did not take advantage of the
chance to get a stadium because ot
lack of support from anyone. We
hope that the student body wul
respond unanimously for whatever
aid is asked of It
This is .a step. and.a permanent
one, toward putting Eastern on the
map athletically!
O

Last week came the announcement of Dr. W. J. Moore, head ot
the department of commerce here
at Eastern, as a candidate for the
office of state superintendent. The
Progress Is happy to carry that announcement this week.
Dr. Moore came to this campus
In 1928. No one else that we know
of, on this campus or elsewhere,
has been a more diligent student
since that time. Where mast men
leave off and consider themselves
qualified for the position at hand.
Dr. Moore has realized the need
for advancement with times and
has pursued his studies. He holds
the degree of doctor of philosophy
Strikes
from the University of Kentucky, paper magnate and owner of the
and is a keen student of affairs. last-mentioned news reel service, It is not our purpose to re-hash
But more than being just a col- came in for quite a little of the ire an apparently dead*issue, but we
lege professor, versed in theory but of the students who took part in feel that the entire scope of interlost in realities. Dr. Moore is a the demonstration. Placards read- nation relations has reached such
practical, clear thinking business ing "Down with Hearst" were dis- a stage that it is necessary that
man and politician. He has a de- played prominently in eveiy ver- our student body be reminded that
gree from the University law sion of the affair but the one put although war is imminent in Euschool; he has served with distinc- before the public. The "war scares" rope, there is no reason In the
tion In the state legislature; and and "oominiuilstlc fables" of this United States taking part In it.
he has laid much of the emphasis news wholesaler have been con- This issue of which we speak is
of his study on money and banking. demned by college students every- neither dead nor do we feel that
The Progress, necessarily, is non- where. It Is evidently to the ad- anything Is being "re-hashed" when
political. We hold no brief for any vantage of Mr Hearst to belittle we remind our readers that the
party, or for any candidate. But.| any anti-Hearst movement if It can apparently unnoticed incident conif all the candidates for this office, be done gracefully.
cerning the Page letters to Presiwhich means so much to the Mr. Hearst Is a newspaper men. dent Wilson appeared in a very
schools of this state, are as worthy He knows that the first principle precious few publications.
to fill..the position as is Dr. Moore, of journalistic ethics is to keep edi- These Page letters to Wilson were
the schools of this state can torial comment out of news articles written Just before the United
breathe easily for another four of any paper. If this principle is States entered into the World War,
years. A keen thinker, an erudite consistent regarding news reels, he and told of the utter uselessness of
gentleman, and a practical man has violated flagrantly a -code the United States entering the war,
with an oversupply of horse sense, which such a great figure in the as well as the reason why the U.
Dr. Moore is well worthy of the world of news should strive to keep S. would be embroiled Into the war.
support of the electorate regard- Inviolate.
These letters were not printed until
less of party alliances.
The demonstration in itself was a month ago, and even then only
O
doubtless more or less unimportant. about one-half dozen publications
"A Great Opportunity"
But the principle of letting the
The proposed plan for a new American public see only the angle printed them.
stadium here at Eastern gives rise of news events which the magnates Why, we ask, were these letters
to the hope that a long-felt need desire is a thing that should be not printed by such so-called
Is about to be filled. Certainly condemned heartily .
"leading, nbn-partlsan, non-vested"
such a plant which would be such Or is it Just more "Hearsterla?" papers as the New York Times and
a boon to Eastern athletics needs
others? Where Is the highly touted
-Ono argument In its behalf.
Truth From a Great Scientist freedom of the American press? If
Rather the stadium gives to The eminent Dr. Robert A. Mil- we do know of any freedom of the
Eastern students, alumni, and well- llkan of the California Institute of press, it is In the college press.
wishers a chance to display their Technology departed from his role And that Is the substance of our
loyalty In a concrete manner. The of physicist for the moment In his argument.
plan which has been apprcved by address before the Kentucky Edu- Despite the-charge made by some
George Goodman, state administra- cation Association Friday night, but
student., that our college paper, as
tor of federal funds, would call for he fully maintained his position ae well as many others is either para large supply of materials to be an indefatigable searcher for and tially or entirely endoctrlnated It
furnished to offset funds that the proclalmer of truth. His courageIs plain to see by the very nature
government will supply for labor. ous utterances become him as one
of our editorials that the Eastern
A large quantity of concrete will of the great men of the times.
be needed. Here Is where support Tracing the development of man
is needed from Easternltes.
from the time when he. believed
We do not know what steps the himself not a vital or responsible
SATURDAY, MAY 4
administration, or the department agent in the march of events to
7:00 P. M.
of physical education are going to the more recent years when he has
take regarding the procuring of learned to understand the nature
these materials. But whatever plan of the physical world and that he
to formulated, whatever support is. is the "master of his own destiny,"
asked of Eastern students .should so to speak. Dr. Milllkan questioned
be met with a one hundred per cent whether the reactionary Influences
response. Nothing is more deserv- of the day might not be destroying
With Ronald Colman
ing of the wholehearted support of his self-reliance. He referred espeand Loretta Young
Eastern's students than the new cially to the growing philosophy of
Abo
dependence upon the state and the
Universal
Comedy
Hare Is the time that an alumni destruction of Initiative.
and News Reel
can show its strength
Who can doubt that the "stuIs a time that an alum- pendous bonus racket," as he termer*
ni association should show its it, Is one, though not the chief, Hiram Brock Auditorium
strength.
. sinister and subversive threat
Admission 10c
With such an opportunity offered, against the American ideal of a
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Progress enjoys freedom of the speaking world, and no doubt caused the precocious youth of America
his mrmsarta to tarn several times coming tot ... We suspect that the
press.
;>• '•"
-*
in his grave, by flunking in Eng- freaJunta have been taking too
if there is any time when free- lish.
many lessons from the seniors.
dom or the press is vital it Is ioJust a word of warning to that Moral for today: Bell bath no
day. We are confronted on one Individual who is swiping books from greater fury than a woman who has
side with an alarming international the- Progress office: We have Just seen another woman wearing
caught up with you, because you a dress Just like hers. tLing Pao)
situation, and on the other side walked right into a trap we preO
,
the very foundations of our do- pared for you; and even If we have I Dust storms may continue deeper
turned your case over to the adminmestic life are being Jeopard- istration, we are not sorry for you. into the spring, and may .blow up
even in sumer. if the western
1
ized °y if egotistical damagogue
Id rought area continues unwatered.
ranting over some vague 'share the This is the time of the year
when most of us start to think
wealth" propaganda, and a danger- about the Junior Prom, and) about STUDENTS WELCOME AT
ously fasclstlc cleric who Incites the whom we will drag along to the
annual cavort. We have it from
mob while sacrileglng his holy vest- reliable 'sources that this year's
ments. Yes, this is a time when prom will bring an Innovation in
•♦Open 24 Hours Daily"
ballroom decorations, and the
there must be freedom of thought Prom Queen will be crowned amid
and pen, so that the American more pomp and splendor than Easternltes have ever witnessed in past
people may not see the fields flow dances. The famous orchestra enred with martyred Mood. And that gaged for the affair will play from
a beautifully decorated platform, we
freedom, we maintain, exists in our are told . . . And by the way, at
own college organ. We should be last year's prom a certain unfortunate Junior met with a rather emthankful that we have it, and barasslng accident, but no mention
rather criticise, use our energy to of it was ever made in the local
scandal sheets. It seems that he
encourage free expression in these was having some difficulty on the
dance floor, and was engaging in
momentous times.
some rather weird gyrations. His
pot-so-smart female companion remarked that she "Simply adored"
"GLEANINGS
that funny dance step he was atOne of the best recent arguments tempting. "Funny step nothing I"
he retorted, "I'm losing my garter!"
against student government that The recent Chinese lecturer
we have seen recently was the struck a significant note when he
answered the question at to the
sophomore class program that was status of women in China by saying
It
misconducted in chapel recently. that Chinese women act like ladles
. . . Over there (China), there is no
45
Different
Pieces
Try as hard as we might to find battle of the sexes, and what a
some excuse for such a revolting peaceful place it must be. . . No
W. C. T. U's, no D. A. R's, no F.
exhibition, we Just can't do it.
F. v's (although there might be
some H. B. V's), no women goverGuaranteed Satisfactory
One of the best cures for conceit nors. However, there Is one inconsistency over there is the Land of
or Money Back.
that we know: The next time you the Rising Sun; the women wear
get in a crowd of people, look trousers and the men wear dresses
. . . But what's the difference; over
around and remember that every- In America the women wear the
one there can do at least one thing pants anyway.
better than you can. It will keep We recently asked a freshman
what his life's ambition was, and
your head at its normal slse.
he replied that he wanted a wife
and a cigarette lighter; and wants
Pedestrian's Epitaph
both of them to work . . . What Is
Here lies the body of John McHugh.
He looked one way. Should*vo
looked two.

Chambers Cafe

ALWAYS
FRESH
JOAN
MANNING

CHOCOLATES

50c lb.

PERRY'S
Drug Store

The Best Prescription For

_

o

Spring Fever
Is Treatment At

It was very regretful for us to
learn that all of Shakespeare's lineage has died out and that there is
not even one living descendant left
from the singular Bard of Avon.
What makes it more regretful and
even more Inconsistent is that
Shakespeare's first heir got such a
flying start ... but then miracles
were no uncommon In those days.
. . . The contemporary Bill Shakespeare, football star at Notre Dame
University, has shocked the English

BEGLEY'S
SODA FOUNTAIN
Dr*s. In Charge
DALE JUETT

BROTHER ALLEN

li

PICTURE SHOW

*'•

''Bull Dog Drumiiionii Strikes
Back"

'

Eastern Students
Always Welcome
AT
Stockton's Drug Store

*r
*•
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MADISON
THEATRE
FRIDAY
Richard Alien, Madge «▼«"».
. .. Ralph Bellamy is

"HELLAPARO" ^
SATURDAY
Hoot Giboon In

"SUNSET RANGE"
Broadway Musical Comedy The
Three Stooges "Men fen Black"—
"TaJIspin Tommy" No. 5. —
SUNDAY

'TIMES SQUARE
LADY"
Virginia Brace, Robert Taylor
MONDAY
George Raft, Carole Lombard in

"RUMBA"
WEDNESDAY
Irene Dunne, Fred Aatalre, Ginger Rogers tn JtrsssM Kerna
queen of all musical romances

WAFFLE SUPPER
One of the most enjoyable events
of this term was a waffle supper
given by ICm Mary Burrier at her
apartment on Second street for the
Table Service Class. Those attending ware: Christine Hayes, Rena
Stewart, Sally Kimbler, Ruth Disney, Oakley Dalton, Martha Gray,
Dixie Williams, Bonnie Tutt, Maurine Deaton, Elsie Denny, Fannie
Porter and Ova Asbury.
On Tuesday, April 30, the Table
Service Class gave a luncheon in
honor of Miss Christine Hayes,
bride-to-be. Mrs. Lewis Burrier,
Mrs. Emma Y. Case and Miss Rutn
Dlz were guests.
ENTERTAINED AT BRIDGE
Miss Nancy Covington entertained at bridge at her home on Lancaster avenue Saturday evening.
The guests were: Misses Margaret WUloughby, Louise Hughes,
Anna Dean Curtis, Tleanor Bogle,
Messrs. Grant Robinson, Joe Collins, Tommy Scott, H. A. Hughes,
Dick Greenwell and William Hamilton.
The hostess was assisted in entertaining by her mother, Mrs. R.
O. H. Covington, and sister, Miss
Mary Louise Covington.

Miss Katherine Malcomb and Mr.
Lloyd Ooodlett spent the Easter
holidays at their homes in Bui gin.
Miss Louise Weaver was the guest
For First Clam Beamy Work VUlt of her parents in Covington crtt
week end.
LA-ROSE BEAUTY SHOPPE theMiss
Emily Hem spent seveial
days recently In Ft. Thomas.
Over Green's Music Store
Sale on all BUck, Brown and
Phone MM
Navy Hats. Real vanes, Louise Hat

"ROBERTA"

Miss Helen Grant spent the past
week end In Florence. Miss Jeanette Flauxt was In La tonla over the week end.
Miss Betsy Anderson spent the
past week end in Paris.
Mr. Clarence Butter spent the
week end in Newport.
Melva Walker and Carolln Hugo spent the past week end
in BeUevue.
Miss Bonnie Ponder was the
guest of her brother in Cincinnati
over the week end.
Miss Bonnie Applegate was the
guest of Miss Martha Reed at her
home In Newport last week end.
Miss Josephine Blangey, a faimer student at Eastern, and now
attending Georgetown College, was
the guest of Miss Alleene Wachb
over v>* week end.
lot of Black, Brown and
9L*». Louise Hat Shop.
Xerelda Lake was a guest of
on toe campus last week.
Mr. James Settle was the guest
of friends In Ft. Thomas hut week.
Mr. Okwetl Rankin and Mr. Robit XajjT spent the week end in

Swagger stylcV Reefers
with fitted or scion backs!
Pall-lengths! In Jtwbite—
brown and white, Black and
white checks!

PENNEY'S
J. C. Penney Co., Incorporated

Fight spent several
days recently as the guest of friends
In Ckwlngton.
Miss Mary K. Ingles spent the
week end in Cynthlana.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Dorris, Mi
and Mrs. Virgil Bums and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles A. Keith attended the
meeting of the Mississippi Valley
ffiatortol Society In Cincinnati.
Minn Pearl Buchanan, Marian
t
frf *\ Elisabeth Mcllvalne, and
Messrs. Curtis Burnam and Robert
TarnH spent Wednesday in Cin1*—TV. where they attended the
piMsmll ii of The Taming of the
Shrew," starring Lynn Fontaine
and Alfred Lunt.
Ml mm Pauline Coy and Louise
RutsBdge and Mrs. Robert Rankin
spent Saturday in Lexington.
Misses Ruth Hayes, Ann Hayes,
and Margaret Hubbard spent th»
week end in Springfield.
Miss Margaret O'Donnell will be
in Louisville for the Derby.
Messrs. William McLaughlin, Joe
Hennessey and Grant Robinson
spent Sunday in Lexington.
O
SMITH ATTENDS MEETING
Margie Smith, of Corbin, who was
a student at Eastern last year and
is now at the Ohio State University
at Columbus, attended the American
Physical
Education
Association
meeting at Pittsburgh last week.
Miss Smith is doing her major work
at Ohio State In health and physical
education.' The university took all
of the physical education majors to
the Pittsburgh meeting.

Mothers Day
-

"Say It With Flowers"
Shearer's Flower Shop
PHONE 296

The

Glyndon Drug Co.
Invites the Students of Eastern
To Inspect Our Stock of MOTHER'S Day Candies

Hollingsworih T- Page and Shaw
We Win Gladly Pack and Mail All Packages

... -.-...T^-,- ..■.■.■•m.-w^»^Wm--JBMg|ff^ji

I regret very much having to relate to you that the trial of which
you read in- the last issue of this
column is no longer in session because the defendant was secretly
removed from the jail, taken for a
ride, and then murdered. For thu
reason it becomes unnecessary U
present to you the rebuttal whicn
you were promised. Sorry to disappoint you, but things over which no
one has control, sometimes happen.
Spring has finally made its appearance in full bioom. The biros
nave returned from their winter
homes, the ants and worms have
come from their sleeping quarters
in the ground, the grass has finally attained its greenish nblor,
and once again the sun is sending
its rays earthward in a fashion to
tan those people who go' thither
and yon In a manner unbecoming
to people in society. At night the
stars make their appearance, the
moon seems to shine even more
brightly than it has been shining,
and the young couples take their
strolls througn the ravine, in the
country, and then stand in front of
one of the halls fur a rest and a
chat before retiring to their respective rooms for studying. For that
reason it has become most impoitant to rehlre THE SHADOWS in
order to detect just what is occurring in the field of romanticism.
May I now present the old veteran,
THE SHADOWS.
Before telling you folk the news,
allow us to relate that It is indeed
a pleasure to be back on the job.
We suppose many things have taken place since our departure, but as
yet we have heard of very few.
Since returning to our old position,
we have been able to detect quite a
few changes in associates and environment of certain individuals
We shall attempt to relate to you
these occurrences. Be as well prepared as any boy or girl scout.
Before rambling on, allow us to
make a few announcements public NELLJO HICKS states that
she does not like her given name
and hereafter she prefers to be
called "NELLY" by all who speak
to her. EARNEST RICE would
greatly appreciate a few more girls
fainting in the cafeteria line, especially If he is directly behind
them when they faint. SAM BECKLEY says that It is very unwise to
shake a corked bottle when tin
bottle contains certain Ingredients.
From the accident that happened
to him at the circus the other
night, we judge that he should
know.
KITTY MARTIN for the past
two weeks has been praying veiy
diligently for rain. Rumors have it
that if it happens to rain, she will
be taken out on a date by SAM
BECKI.EY, the lad that for many
weeks had a crush on HELEN
BACH and did nothing about the
matter. It was stated In the last
Issue of this column that MARTHA
SUDDUTH had finally captured a
man. That man happens to be no
other than the great HAROLD
THROCKMORTON, young - whipper-snapper who used to make
BETTY ADAMS' heart skip a beat.
An item about MARY BESS CULTON also made Its appearance in
the last Issue. Since then her sister, MARTHA, stated that MARY
BESS returns home after an evening of pleasure and happily states
that she got a pack of Camels from
this one, a Coca Cola out of that
one, and something else from the
one that brought her home. MOON
MULLIN is exceedingly peeved because his name was associated with
that of OWEN ROMAINE. We wonder what he will say when he sees
his name on the same page as that
Of GEORGE MILLER, the boy Who
but two years ago was elected
MISS EASTERN. Since returning
to the campus, we have been able
to find out just why MARGARET
GENTRY and JOE CULLY break
up every week end. The mam reason is that JOHN SHEARER take:
every week end off and dates.
MARGARET is his victim and JOE
la left holding the old proverbial
bag.
NORMAN LEE has been bragging
that his name has never appeared
in this column because we can no.
get any scandal on him. We resent
such a statement. NORMAN refuses to speak to MARGARET
HUBBARD because he heard that
she made the statement concerning her using Eastern as a proving grounds and he was the mam
stock car being tested.
Several other people that know
our Identity challenged us to Insert their names herein. We hope
the following will be to their satisfaction and also teach them that
as a rule we accept all challenges
of this order. GLENN THOMPSON
has *'|_»*'» past few weeks attemptedTo get rid of his fiancee,
RUBY MERCER, in order that he
could go out with his newest temptation, ALICE TODD. After Ivory?
thing else was practically arranged,
ALICE broke the date and GLENN
returned to RUBY with tears In his
eyes. During the absence of FRANCES HANNA, RONDAL SHARP
took advantage of every opportunity and had one of the "heaviest"
dates of his career. Whenever he
goes home, he escorts a 16-year -oid
high school girl who takes great
delight in being seen on the street
with a taffy in her mouth, but
when FRANCES left the campus
the tables were turned and RONDAL had a date with a charming
38-year-old lady that weighs exactly 151 pounds. SARAH GOODRICH can get into more trouble
than an old hen that has hatched
out 13 ducks. What on earth would
she do If all three of her suitors
showed up unexpectedly on the
same evening. She doesn't seem to
worry, though, because she is attempting to add another to her list.
This time the victim Is PAUL McGINNIS and PAUL seems to enjoy
the honor of being with her.
RICH COLLINS and BERNARD

'"•""*■■"'• Majfjamiitfte.

WILSON certainly have peculiar
places to take their women on a
date. We would think that GOLDIE
BOWMAN, one of the girls, would
know better than to be seen In
such a place after dark. Does RED
BALL1NGER know about E8TILL
DUGOER'S "proposed brother"
coming from Harlan to see her?
When will LOUISE KENDALL
make a choice between GEORGE
FARRIS, her daily boy friend, and
DONALD DORRIS, her escort in
the evening? Does DONALD MUSIC
suspect that "he will get to date
ELIZABETH OGDEN even if he
akss her for one at least ten times?
Just what is this that is rumored
about JACK HUGHES presenting
ELIZABETH OGDEN With a pair
of blue unmentionables and why
did LOUISE BALDWIN become so
embarrassed when they discussed
the matter to her presence? KATHLEEN WELCH had better look Into
the reason for ED HILL'S recent
trip to N. Ky. she might be able
to find out a few things If she were
to Inquire about his knowledge of
a certain BRONSON girl or a
GEORGIA SPURLOCK.
ROBERT MASON Is still up to
his old tricks of TYNG-llng around.
BESSIE BAUMGARDNER seems to
be doing quite well with ZACil
RICE, but as soon as she finds out
she has him captured she will drop
him like a hot potato. GLENNA
BEGLEY desires to know whether
or not she has lost her sex appeal
because of the fact that she is running with FLOYD CAMMACK.
Will someone please ten her? MILDRED HANCOCK, regardless of
how hard she tries, does not seem
to be able to convince BOB MARTIN that she would rather not date
him. It appears that OTWELL
RANKIN no longer has a chance of
making his dream girl for BOB
YATES seems to have the situation
well under control.
We are extremely sorry that we
can but offer you this amount of
scandal this time. The next Issue
of the paper is the last one of this
scheel year and for this reason we
promise you the best Scandalette of
the year will appear In that issue.
Until that time permit us to say
farewell
Ye Olde Veteran,
THE SHADOWS.
O
THE COED COMPROMISE
1.
Well at last the "College MaleHas invaded our paper
I expected a well
From some College Flapper.
2
If she has reached perfection
Why didn't she sign her name,
She only threw a reflection
On the Modern College Dame.
S
I didn't think they could take it
So a sissy they must be,
They are trying to smoothe it over,
And say no such thing could be.
4
Well last time I left out some,
But this time it all goes In.
And by the time I am done.
She will wish she had stayed her
pen.
8.
You know, It riles my temper to
To hear some people squall,
They moan, and groan, and whimper,
With really no cause at all.
6.
If you ever throw a stone
At dogs, and hear one howl,
The one thats hit is prone,
To omit the loudest yell.
7
Some times I am accused
Of things I ever did.
But I Just say "O. K." old chap,
You cant tell, maybe I did.

a.

So Fare thee well, "Unknown CoEd"
The writer of "College Male"
Lets forget what we have said,
And let the spirit of peace prevail.
O

'

VULCAN

_■
Piwbyrerian
Church
RlCHMONOJCEWTUCKY

SUNDAY IS

CHURCH DAY

17

SUNDAY. MAY 5
Morning
Service.
11 : i 0
o'clock.
Sermon
subject:
•Why Not Go to ChurchT"
Some modern difficulties of
modern church goers.
Vesper Service. 6:00-6:46
p. m. A service of quiet
irorehip. Heeding* from
Herman'* "Creative Prayer."
Young People*' Clam,
9:46, taught by B. E. WilIU.
Students are cordially invited to all anrvicea.

BOGGS BARBER & BEAUTY
SHOP
For Permanent Waves and
Fancy Haircuts -

Madison Barber,
Jewelry and Press
Shop
Names of Barbers:—
BEN WILMOT
HERBERT STOCKER
BENNIE STARNS
EUGENE MAY, Prop.

■

Prints of

CGDI

With or Without Electricity
CROQUINOLE, SPIRAL
AND COMBINATION
$3.50 to $10.00

Gloriette Beauty
Shop
/£>

Phone 681

UNITIES

Charm

$4-98
Here's a group of really
thrilling prints, the season's topnotchers. The new
patterns, fresh colors and
smart styles are just right
to keep you cool and collected on warm days. Very
attractively priced, too.
w

DOWN STAIRS
SPECIAL

v! :.:;'•:':.'■
■ ■■■■■a . ■.'
•••■■■■••■•;

if JtaiUmfi. DuBorrun
lucre alive todau. she'A
revel in, The pretty

unatrtkingft we have
*U/o3Jrt'V«lte Jove
•to viwit —
OWEN

McKEE

Bybee Shoe Hospital

Youthful

FROCKS
FOR

SHOE REPAIR SERVICE COMPLETE
The Day of Cobbling Shoes Has Gone
NOW We rebui,d them- We U8e o^ythe best of
lvUfT material hi our repair work, and our prices
are in keeping with the time.

W,E APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE.

Bybee Shoe Hospital
>

■

Sizes—
12 to 17
14 to 29
16K to MM
36 to 50

Permanent Waves
Our Specialty

IRVINE

LADIES' * MEN'S TAILOR
Cleantog—PriissliH Rupalrlng
Made In Rschmemd
241 Mate St.
Phone 8M

Pale Three

MORNING
CHARM

With slim-waisted young
lines and flattering feminine details — these gay
cotton prints and dimities
are as fresh and charming
as a May morning! And
you'll say they're grand
value "finds" at these special prices.

Second and Water Street

Floral
and
geometrical
prints In a whole flower
garden of 8umnier colors.
And these smart cottons
launder beautfully!

LAUNDRY, DRY CLEANING

$p9

Our Agents at Memorial Hall, Burnam Hall and
Sullivan Hall will be glad to serve you.

Linens and Piques many with
gay contrast in their twopiece designs.
So nicely
finished that you'll want to
wear them on many occas-

Madison Laundry

$1-94

& Dry Cleaners

United

Dept. Stores

PHONE 352

_
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B. S. U,
INSTALIA'
SERVICE
Twenty-One

Installed

As

Members of Council

DR." BRELAND

SPEAKS

The Baptist Student Union held
Its annual banquet In the college
Sunday school room of the First
Baptist church Friday, April 26,
6:30 p. m. Approximately one
hundred students attended the enjoyable affair, which was in charge
of Kelly Clore, retiring president.
Professor P. A. Engle, faculty advisor, presented to Pauline Ooately,
Springfield, and Luther Jones, Har.
Ian, Seniors, tiny diplomas, testifying that they had been loyal workers in the B. S. U.
After this the Installation service
was held. The address for the occasion was delivered by Dr. O. L.
Breland. Twenty-one officers were
Installed as members of the 1935-36
executive B. S. U. Council. They
were:
President, Delbert Partln, Campbellsburg; First Vice- president,
Agnes Edmunds, Bowling .Green;
Second Vice-president, June Redding, Georgetown; Third Vice-presidents Francis Cocanougher, Danville, Mamie Wells, Harrodsburg, Estlie Swan, Cor bin; Secretary, Leo
Moss, Richmond; Treasurer, Edith
Hensley, Manchester; Chorister.
Edmond Hesser, Newport; Pianist,
Beulah Clark, Corbln.
B. Y. P. TJ. presidents, Kenneth
Herron, Corbln; Harold Clore, Burlington; Sunday School class presidents, Lottie Pierce, Crestwood;

NEW ROPER
SEA FLASH

SWIM SUITS

Dorothy Thornton, Grant* lick;
Austin Harrod, Bagdad;
T. W. A. President, Mary Gould,
Oovlngton;
Reporters,
Annale*.
Hughes, Maysville; Rondal Sharp,
Corbln;
Faculty Advisor, F. A.. Bugle;
rodent Worker Mrs.-O. L BrePastor, C. L. Breland.
1 guests for the occasion
were Mrs. Hesser and Mrs. Zelma
Clore, mothers of two Council
members, aml^Mrs. Emma Y. Case,
Dr. and Mrs. Saul Hounchell, and
Mrs. F. A. Engle.

EASTERN IN EASTERN AND
TRACK MEET WESTERN MEET
Eastern, Centre, and Berea Two Baseball Nines Clash
In Spectacular Contest
Meet Today in Contest
at Danville
of Season
SHIFT
IN
LDNE-UP
TEAMS
LOOK
GOOD

By RALPH MAUKER
On Friday afternoon. May S, the
Eastern track team will engage m
-track meet with Berea and
Centre, at Danville. This is the
.third season that Eastern has taken, part in Intercollegiate track
meets, and, according to Coa-h
Turkey. Hughes, a very successful
season is- in store for the Maroon
Dr. Pitt Declares That Nation- cinder menv.
Several of last year's freshmen
alistic Policy of Nations speedsters,
who won state honors,
Dangerous to Peace
are showing their eld form for t'.u
varsity, especially Duncan and Hesser, who do the half mfle and mna
"Fear an enmity toward other runs, and Heare, who handles the
nations causes one to bacome •nore two mile run.
>y
devoted to one's own country. This Hedges and Richards are showing
Is Nationalism,' declared Or. Felix well in the one hundred and two
N. Pitt, chairman of the Catholic hundred and twenty yard dashes,
School Board of the diocese oi and McGinnls and Mlchelson art
Louisville, in addressing approxi- fast rounding Into shape for the
mately a hundred and eighty mem- quarter mile hop. The latter will
bers of the World Affairs Club, also do the pole vault
students, facu.'ty members, and citi- According to a number of the
zens ' of Richmond at the annual Maroon track enthusiasts, Tom Ardub banquet lnst evening on the nold is displaying great form in
subject of "Nationalism, a Menace both the low and high hurdle*.
Mitchell, another member of last
to World Peace."
"When it comes to social and po- year's freshman team, will repreister in both the broad and
litical questions it is hard to see sent Eastern
beyond the bounds of our o%n high Jump, and Hill will participate
country and if we do the vision Is to the Javelin event.
cloudy and distorted. A good Idea The other varhlty candidates ale
Is to have countries of. the world also showing well In their respectknow eath other better, something ive events.
similar to an International N.R A. The strength ' of the freshman
because nations are so closely con- team Is not known, but from the
nected and internationally depend- credible efforts they have shown In
ent that reverberations in one training, a successful season is al&.
country affects them all. But the expected for them by many.
more the countries know - about The runs will be handled by
each other the more suspicious Sharp, Tudor, Scharf and Killan,
the pole vault by Jenkins, the higr
they seem to become."
"The birth! of nationalism can be and broad Jumps by Lee, and the
traced to the Protestant Reforma- shot put, discus, and Javelin throw
lion. Calvin was a precursor of it." by Taylor.
continued the speaker. 'The Reformation was responsible for the
breaking of Europe into nation
and the French Revolution encouraged it."
Dr. Pitt explained the three
stages thru which Nationalism
passed before It came into Its final
Memorial
Teams
form. First it Is a historical and Lincoln
political move as evidenced by the
Scores ■ Only In
bringing about of the unification
Third
of Italy and Germany and the Independence of Ireland and Pf.land.
Gradually It changes to a political
BRYANT
PITCHES
theory or doctrine and ends hi a
philosophy of life,
"I lived In a house with sixteen
By RALPH MAITRER
different nationalities and the only
ones who could get along among Behind the masterful pitching cf
themselves were the German* and Bryant, who allowed only four hits
the British, "but the Americans and fanned twelve men, and thi
i-ouki get along with everyone," timely hitting of Settle. Frith and
declared the speaker In explaining Demlosey, the Eastern baseball
the relations of the nationalities
and Europe and their attitudes to- team defeated Lincoln Memorial
ward one another.
University Wednesday. This was
"Nationalism and Patriotism are the fourth consecutive win for
sometimes confused but the two Eastern, after having tied their
are distinct terms, neither resembling the other." he said. "Patri- first two games.
otism is a natural instinct- one's Eastern scored two In the first
love of his native land, his home inning on a single by Settle a triand his community and friends. ple to right by Deomisey and sinIn it a person's sympathy dimin- gle through the infield by Brav.
ishes with distance. Nationalism, They added another run in th?
on the other hand. Is artificial, third on a walk to Emerson, a douaggressive, boastful, greedy, and ex- ble to deep left by Settle, and a
ists for conquest. The one hates single by Demolsey.
foreigners; the other looks to them Demoisey singled to open the
;is friends One is love; the other sixth and scored on a single by
Ward, after Bray had sacrificed.
la lust."
"A policy of nationalism la a Eastern's other two runs came in
ix>licy of selfishness," he continued. the seventh on Settle's third hit
"It looks to society as the end and and a long home run to left by
the individual as the means: the Frith.
exaltation of the group at the deg- The Tennesseeans were able to
radation of the Individual. Every score only in the third when they
l>eace conference in the last twenty pushed across two runs on a walk
years has been with failure-because to Peebles, a scratch single by Slieach nation has been bargaining ney, a double steal and a single
over short by Reason.
for itself."
"Two Indications of America,
tending toward Nationalism," he
explained in answering a question
usked by a member of tlie audience, "are the fact that her government Is becoming more centralized, and her isolation from other
countries by her refusal to cooperate In the World Court and Editor's note—The letter below
failure to Join the League of Na- was written by Dr. No-Young
Park to a friend of bis In which
tions."
he gives bis impressions of Eastern, a* wen as of varloas and
sundry other things. The letter
came Into possession of the
Progress, and we believe that It
Is Interesting enoagb. to the student body to deserve publication.
Stanifer Bldg.
Permission for publication was
granted by Dr. Park.

NATIONALISM _
IS SUBJECT',•*-£
OF ADDRESS

JiEAStERNDOWN
TENNESSEEANS

One and two piece styles.
New Summer models.

.98 to $4.98
___ Headquarters for
• ALL RUBBER
SWIM SUITS
for young women
Krepe-Tex and
U.S.

Kool-Tex

$1.98 to $4.98

E. V. Elder

DR. RAY STANIFER, Dentist
.

tne college. We had a, grand dinner there. My hostess seemed to
be very hurt because I remarked that
the beaten biscuits tasted very much
like mud. Believe me if it did not
taste like mud. It did not taste like
anything.
The people were so kind and hospitable that within a few days I
felt I became a part of the college.
I hated to leave, but no sooner was
my lecture over than did I drive
away. One of the reasons for this
was that I was afraid I might fall
in love with the beautiful girls. As
you know, I fen In love once an
I felt as if X caught some kind of
flue.
There are a lot more Interesting
things to ten you. But you must
wait until th publication of my book
"A Chinese Adventure In America."
After reading the letter, kindly forward it to our mutual friends, Prof,
and Mrs. Holcombe of Harvard who
are now In Pelplng.
I cannot visit you this summer
because of my book. I shall finish
it in the Rocky Mountains this summer. Next year I shall see you
again. Give my love to Olngsan.
NO-YONO.

CIAMTTALKS
ON LITERATURE

May 1, IMS.

STUDENTS...
Our place has recently been remodeled and
we invite you down to a good place to eat
Special Rates To Students.

Ideal Restaurant
ry Cleaners
Quality Cleaning and Service
Bui nam Hall Agent, BESSIE MANIOUS
Sullivan HaH Agent, MAUD LINDLEY

Phone 7

,

^

Dear Friend:
After a long lecture tour I have
just returned to New York. Between
the Atlantic and the Pacific I have
visited many colleges and universities. Of all the Institutions, the
Eastern Kentucky State Teachers
College stands out in my mind as
the dearest spot where I have yet
had the pleasure of lecturing last
winter.
The Eastern Is located at the edge
of a small town known as Richmond. The campus itself Is slightly
elevated, and Is dotted with beautiful buildings and trees, and all earpetted with the famous blue grass.
It has at present about 2000 students The Eastern Is only one
of the four teachers colleges In the
state. Bat the Institution Is rapidly
capturing the leadership In the
field of education.
The president. Dr. Donovan, Is
still a young man. Re has built up
a great system based upon the
foundations of a sound educational
philosophy.
But he la not free
from faults. One mistake he made
Is that he went to Columbia, not
Harvard, for bis education. Another
Is that he, like att the resToTlne
Americans, works himself to death.
Stiu another Is that be made me

EASTERN IS
REPRESENTED
AT MEETING
Faculty Members and Students Active on Program
of Kentucky Academy
of Science
SCHNIEB

IS

CHAIRMAN

The twenty-second annual meeting of the--Kentucky Academy of
Science wU be held In Lexington,
Ky., today and - tomorrow, May 3
and 4. 1935. with many Eastern
faculty members and students raking active part In the -programs.
Dr. Anna A. Schnleb. of Eastern,
,is chairman of the executive, committee of the Junior Academy of
Science, which is affiliated with
the Kentucky Academy of Science,
and will appear on the program in
the division of psychology and phllosophy which meets on Saturday
at 9:30 a. m. In Room 231, McVey
Hall.
She will discuss "Research In the
Undergraduate CoUege," and wUl

a research made by Lloyd Murphy
and Miss Emily Hess, students of
Eastern. Mr. Murphy has been
working on the research for some
twenty-qhe months and has data
from 182 cases to demonstrate the
findings of his research, entitled
To What Extent Is the Adolescence
Conscious and Aware of Adequate
Food, Sleep, Exercise, and Weight?"
The Kentucky Junior Academy of
Science Is'made up of sixteen high
schools thruout the state, seven of
which are In Madison county.
These schools are expected to send
more than 200 delegates and members to this second annual meeting
of this ltvielon.
Awards are made annually for
the best exhibit, the best discussion,
the largest percentage of men:bers
present, the largest percentage of
pins owned and for the largest
number of clubs organized.
Dr. L. O. Kennamer, head of the
departments of Geography and Geology at Eastern, and Dr. J. T.
Dorrts of the History Department
are scheduled for speeches in the
division -of Social Sciences. Dr.
Kennamer is speaking on "The
Teaching of the Social Sciences in
the Public Schools," and Dr. .Dorris is leading discussion on some
phase of social science wcrk.

STUDENTS
ARE WELCOME AT

TERRILL'S
RESTAURANT
Former Location of
Glyndon Drug Co.

H. M. Whittington
JEWELER

v"Gifte That

Last"

Repairing Neatly and Promptly

CANDIES — SODAS — CIGARS — PLATE LUNCHES
"
DINNERS — MEAL TICKETS

Mr. Barnhill Discusses Contemporary Drama Before Club

The Princess

DINNER MEETING GIVEN

Rivers Shoe Service

The last meeting of the Canterbury Club on April 2« was given
over to dlscusrlon of some of the
recent, books and contemporary
literature and the opinions of some
of the modern critics of them.
Dr. Clark discussed Elizabeth M.
Robert's "He Sent Forth a Raven.'
Thomas Wolfe's "Tune and the
River," Vincent Sheehan's "Personal Hlstoiy," and Robert Grey's
"Claudius the Ood."
Mrs. Barnhill commented on contemporary literature. She talked
on a book of short stories, "The
Naked Truth," and on two plays,
"As You Desire Me" and "Right
You Are If You Think You Are."
The next meeting of the organization will be a dinner meeting at
which time the officers for 193536 win be elected
O
Germany has cut her oil importations 17 per cent by building engines which win run on fuel made
from coal dust, leaves, corncobs
and wood.

NO-YOUNG PARK GIVES
IMPRESSIONS OF EASTERN

Select Yours Now

Phone 1083

By BOB MASON
Tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 the
Eastern baseball team, with a season's record of four won. two tlea
and none lost, will endeavor to keep
their slate clean when they clash
with Ed Diddle's Western Teachers
rune on the home diamond. The
Maroons, who were beaten in both
football and basketball by the Hilltoppers in their last meetings, win
be out for revenge and this game
promises to be one of the most Important on their schedule. Both
teams are undefeated to K.I.A.A.
competition this season and the
winner of this encounter will take
the undisputed lead of the association
Coach Hembree will be forced to
revamp his lineup for this game as
Oaldwell, slugging left fielder, will
be Ineligible for this fray. A section of the K. I. A. A. rules states
that a freshman shall not take part
to games played between two member schools, and this will necessitate the shifting of Captain Settle
to the outfield with Short probably
guarding the keystone sack. Alti-o
this switch will not lessen the effectiveness of the defense, Caldwell's big bat may be missed when
the Maroons launch their attack.
Hurling duties will fall upon Che
shoulders of "Stretch" Caudlll wltn
Aliphin receiving his slants. Caudlll
has won his last two starts in easy
fashion, permitting only four safe
blngles against Lindsay-Wilson and
holding the Kentucky Wesleyan
Panthers In subjugation for nine
innings.
Comparative scores reveal that
the two clubs are relatively evenly
matched. Eastern trounced University of Louisville team by a much
larger score than did the Maroons,
but did not fare so well against the
Lindsay-Wilson boys. However, the
Hembree men feel that they wltt
take their arch enemies from Bowling Green and add another victory to their already impressive
record.

others to Berea, another town near have the discussion illustrated by

speak at his colleges four times In
four months. When I finished my
last speech, all seemed to be much
pleased. Indeed, never before have
I heard an applause longer, louder
and more enthusiastic than the one
given me after my last lecture.
They were very glad that my g
attack was over. And who wouldn't?
While lecturing, I sflayed at the
guest room located In one of the
girls dormitories. Everyway I turn.
ed I ran Into beautiful girls. But
I had to pretend to be a dignified
lecturer. Just think of it in what
a difficult position I wear' One
evening I ,rao into a little girl. It
was quite late' and I said to her,
"What are you doing at this hour
of night? Aren't you supposed to
be in bed?" I did not know who
she was then, but later I found out
that Uttle girl was Dean Case, Dean
of Women.
Between the lecturers I visited
some classes or talked with the students who surrounded me on the
campus. Some boys asked me to
tell them how we marry and bow we
get away from it I did not tell
them how we get way from It because I felt that they know already
too wen. Then I taught the girls
how to say "I love yon" In Chinese
hoping that they would practice ft
on me. One afternoon I taught the
cook how to cook rice according to
our civilized Chinese way.
Guess
they will forget all about my speech,
es, but they will remember my riot.
Then too I taught the girls how to
handle chopsticks. Many of them
learned how to handle the sticks
so quickly that I was sorry because
I could not hold then- soft band*
longer.
5
One evening Dr. Schnleb, a lady
professor, took me and several
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